New App “Cosmic Conductor” from Nick Hopman Lets Users Conduct the
Starry Sky in Stunning Display of Light and Color
Cosmic Conductor from Nick Hopman lets people use their fingers to conduct the
stars in a stunning display of light and color, and immerse themselves in a world
of wonder and uplifting cosmic energy. The app is compatible with iPhone, iPod
touch and iPad.
iPhone, iPad and iPod touch users who gaze up at the night’s sky and wish they
could `touch the stars’, can now bring their dream to life with the elegant and
original new app Cosmic Conductor.
Designed by Nick Hopman, Cosmic Conductor lets users create a stunning
display of light and color by conducting the stars with their personal touch:
•
•
•
•
•

One Finger = Comet Tail
Two Fingers = Star Builder
Three Fingers = Energy Waves
Four Fingers = Ball of Stars (gather them up and watch them explode
when fingers leave the screen)
Five Fingers = Pause Screen (holds each star in position)

Plus, users who want to relax and unwind can toggle the app’s Tranquility
Setting, and sit back and watch as their fingers create a magical visual spectacle.
They can even make the stars `dance’ with them by playing their favorite song
from their device’s library.
In addition, Cosmic Conductor is refreshingly easy-to-operate. Users can
customize color and size spectrums, and activate the app’s menu simply by
touching the screen’s corner. They can also take a picture of their unique starry
sky and save it on their device, or share it with a friend so that everyone can
enjoy a dose of wonder and uplifting cosmic energy.
“I’ve always been fascinated by the starry sky at night, and found that the cosmic
energy of the experience to be uplifting and tranquil,” commented Nick Hopman,
the app’s creator. “With Cosmic Conductor, my goal was to empower people
around the world to connect with that experience in a new and different way. And
based on the app’s unanimously positive feedback so far, it appears as though
many people are enjoying the pleasure of conducting the stars!”
Cosmic Conductor, the delightful and creative new app that lets users conduct
the starry sky in a stunning display of light and color, is available now in the App
Store at https://itunes.apple.com/ua/app/cosmic-conductor/id552113095?mt=8. A
no-cost version called Cosmic Conductor Free is also available, and a demo
video is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_d12rX2Q_4 .

For more information or media inquiries, contact Mark Johnson on behalf of
Nick Hopman at +1 408 757 0156 or press@appshout.com.
About Nick Hopman/App Up and Away
Nick Hopman is the owner of App Up and Away, a Canadian-based app
development company that is on a mission to create delightful apps that help
people pass the time, have some fun, and learn something along the way. The
company’s first app, Cosmic Conductor, has been embraced by people around
the world. The company is also developing additional titles that will be released in
2013, including Dirtland Shooter and Painting Project.
Learn more at: http://www.appupandaway.com/

